
Reversible Americana Circle Scarf with Center Cable Panel 
This infinity scarf or cowl is knit in Red Heart Super Saver “Fruity Stripe”  

with a patriotic touch of Red Heart Super Saver “Americana.” 
 

This design features a reversible centered cable in a panel of seed stitch 
flanked by 2 stitches of ribbing, edged with garter stitch, and 1 selvedge stitch. 

  
                  Reversible Center Cable Panel, circle scarf, WIP            Reversible Center Cable Panel, neck of keyhole scarf 

 

 Description: 
Reversible Center Cable (8 stitches)  
In a panel of seed stitch (2 stitches on each side, 4 stitches total) 
Flanked by 2 stitches of ribbing (2 stitches on each side, 4 stitches total) 
Edged with garter stitch (7 stitches on each side, 14 stitches total) 
Selvedge stitch (1 stitch on each side, 2 stitches total)  
32 stitches total 

 

What you need:  
 

Yarn: 
1 skein of worsted weight yarn, Red Heart Super Saver “Americana”.   
1 skein of worsted weight yarn, Red Heart Super Saver “Fruity Stripe” 
 

Needles: 
US size 8 (5 mm) needles 
 

Other tools: 
Cable needle 
Small scissors 
Tape measure 
Tapestry needle and/or crochet hook to weave in ends 

 

 What to do: 
 

Using Judy’s Magic Cast On (JCMO),  cast on 64 stitches (32 on each needle). 
 

Row 1: Slip 1 (WYIF), K7, (K1, P1), (K1, P1), (K1, P1) 4 times, (K1, P1), (K1, P1), K7, K1 
            (Simplified - - -  Slip 1(WYIF), K7, (K1, P1) 8 times, K8) 
Row 2: Slip 1 (WYIF), K7, (K1, P1), (P1, K1), (K1, P1) 4 times, (P1, K1), (K1, P1), K7, K1 
 

Mark RS with pin. 
Cross center cable on RS, every  8th row. 
Insert a few rows of red, white, and blue Americana stripes into the ombre FRUITY STRIPES color progression, as shown. 

About 30 cable crossovers for a 50” to circle twice around the neck . 
Variation: About 14 cable crossings for neck of Americana Keyhole Scarf. 
 

Three-needle bind off in 1x1 ribbing (K1, P1). 
 

Enjoy!  


